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Today, more than 50 percent of the world’s population lives in cities—a figure
expected to reach 70 percent by 2050.1 In response, cities are becoming smarter:
embracing technologies that provide greener and more efficient mobility,
communications, and emergency services to improve general quality of life, with
the goal of attracting more tourists, new residents, and businesses alike.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) can support these initiatives by providing
a seamless end user experience. Implementing a seamless experience requires
transportation modalities—roadway, railway, and maritime—to be equipped with
an all-weather, 5G compute and networking node capable of hosting 5G
connectivity and AI applications. This offers reliable, low-latency support to
facilitate a wide range of innovative smart city use cases.
In anticipation of smart city infrastructure innovations, the ITS sector is quickly
adapting their software and applications to incorporate 5G connectivity, artificial
intelligence (AI), and edge computing2,3 to facilitate rapid two-way
communication between infrastructure, sensors, vehicles, and message boards4.

Challenges: IoT Complexity and Legacy Infrastructure

Solution Snapshot
The Capgemini Engineering Smart 5G
Connected Platform is built on
Advantech SKY-8000 Edge Servers
and the ENSCONCE Edge Computing
Platform powered by Intel.
The solution enables collaboration by
combining multiple connectivity and
sensor technologies to help city
enterprises, industries,
communications, and transport
infrastructure providers deliver
scalable, cloud-native AI services from
micro datacenters at the edge to
transform the modern city.
▪

Simple deployment

▪

Quick return on investment

▪

Vast scalability

City authorities and transportation solution providers face several challenges
when implementing smart city and ITS applications.

Legacy infrastructure is not designed to support emerging smart
solutions and may be incapable of supporting the evolving
collaborative needs of smart city applications with 5G, visual
computing, and AI capabilities.

Deploying and managing IoT solutions across a 5G network demands
a complex convergence of compute, networking, communications,
and software, which go beyond the scope of common knowledge
for smart city application developers and can prove to be effortintensive for IT personnel.

Building, testing, and deploying solutions on-premises and at the
network edge comes with complex regulatory requirements,
funding constraints, and lengthy deployment times for smart city
application developers.

Learn more at Capgemini.com
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The Capgemini Engineering 5G Smart Road Side Unit (RSU) Solution
Designed in conjunction with application developers, enterprises, operators, and device makers,
the Smart RSU solution enables intelligent transportation applications like traffic management,
EV charging, smart lighting, and connected vehicle services. By placing computing at the IOTnetwork edge, the Smart RSU solution reduces network latency and processing times.

The solution simplifies smart city and transportation technology challenges through Capgemini
Engineering’s ENSCONCE multiaccess edge computing (MEC) platform. ENSCONCE implements the
Intel® Smart Edge Open Experience Kit, which hosts microservices and allows solution designers to
build disaggregated nodes while converging network, compute, and AI acceleration.
ENSCONCE also integrates a complete 5G communications framework with Capgemini
Engineering’s 5G RAN & Core. The 5G New Radio (NR) Radio Access Network (RAN) is coupled with
FlexRAN™ reference architecture that provides virtualized RAN capability to the platform. Together,
ENSCONCE, FlexRAN™, and Capgemini Engineering 5G wireless frameworks enable small localized
5G points-of-presence that can cover an unlimited number of traffic-intersections and insulate
smart city application developers from network complexity.

The Advantech Edge Hardware Platform
The Advantech SKY-8000 Servers offer micro datacenters at the edge that have been optimized for high performance and
reliability in mission-critical, compute demanding, harsh, and resource-constrained edge environments. These premium
platforms help users streamline the roll-out of cutting-edge, next-generation
smart city and mobility services that leverage a combination of 5G,
AI, and MEC technologies.
The Advantech Edge Hardware includes:
▪

Complete 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor-based
server solution in a compact IP65 enclosure for outdoor
deployment

▪

High reliability including industrial-grade components,
redundant power supplies, the ability to withstand single
fan failures, and hot swappable FRUs

▪

Four PCIe Gen4 x16 expansion slots to integrate the
required high-speed network interfaces, high-precision
time synchronization, and AI and vRAN acceleration

▪

Redundant BIOS and firmware images for fast recovery
after failures and fail-safe remote updates

Secure remote platform management through onboard
BMC (IPMIv2.0 compliant) with KVM and Redfish support to
streamline operations and improve productivity

▪

▪

Rugged, NEBS-3 compliant design supporting extreme
wide range operating temperature, environmental shock,
and vibration and dust conditions

5 + 2 years life cycle and extended warranty up to 5 years

▪

▪

High-density, short-depth 1U form factor to enable light
and compact pole-mountable or street side cabinets

Digital Passenger
Services

Operational Tech
Public Safety

Integrated Traffic Control

5G (Public & Private
Networking)

Open Data Sharing
& Exchange
Intelligent Crane &
Yard Management
Cargo Handling &
Monitoring

Figure 1: Capgemini
Engineering 5G Smart Road
Side Unit (RSU) Deployment
Use Cases
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Solution Elements

The RSU solution consists of several platform elements that work in
concert to maximize 5G network, cloud, and computing
performance. These include:

Capgemini Engineering ENSCONCE MEC Platform

The ENSCONCE MEC Platform is a cloud-native, edge application
runtime and orchestration platform that facilitates an intelligent
application deployment across a cluster of edge computes.
ENSCONCE works in a wide range of hardware environments to
relocate compute, analytics, and storage functions closer to IoT
sensors. This allows developers to leverage the benefits of lowlatency computing and network differentiation provided by
telecommunication operators.
The ENSCONCE MEC Platform consists of two components:
The ENSCONCE Central Platform incorporates Application
Orchestration, Developer & Enterprise Portal, and Multi-RSU
Management Services. The ENSCONCE Central Platform also
manages the deployment of RSUs across geographies.

The ENSCONCE Edge PaaS (Figure 5) is equipped with the Runtime
and Application Platform, Edge-App Registry, Edge Application, and
Platform Management Services. These services manage the life cycle
of the edge applications on the RSU.
The ENSCONCE Edge PaaS also incorporates Intel’s Smart Edge
Open platform to provide hardware acceleration and enable
platform optimizations to provide high-performing, latencysensitive, network-aware applications.

Intel® Smart Edge Open Toolkit
Intel’s Smart Edge Open Toolkit enables access to a
wide range of hardware, software, and solutions to
offer collaboration and application innovation at the
network and edge. It’s an open-source reference
toolkit that allows developers to quickly and easily
create and deploy new edge applications and
services.

Intel® Smart Edge Open Experience Kit
A reference platform approach that merges IoT
workloads with wireless infrastructure network
technology to simplify edge workload convergence
while densifying wireless networks.
With 5G connectivity, the kit provides networking
capabilities that allow communication between IoT
devices at the edge or enable data delivery to the
cloud. Data consists of the processed information
from cameras, radars, and a wide range of sensors.
The kit’s architecture simplifies network and
application complexity while streamlining service
development and deployment, enabling quick
deployment and scale of pre-integrated
applications.
Intel® Smart Edge Open
Plugins, CNI, Integration Recipes

The combined solution addresses the primary goals of edge
computing: offering efficient compute offload, reduced compute
and network latency, and edge application jitter improvements.

NETWORK ACCELERATION

The ENSCONCE Advantage
The ENSCONCE edge solution enables AI inference and 5G network
integration on scalable hardware platforms—offering unique
capabilities for application designers and solution providers,
including:
- A developer-centric, edge-application platform with architecture
that supports a frictionless developer experience when building
edge-native applications. ENSCONCE fully integrates with Intel
Distribution of OpenVINO toolkit and Open Visual Cloud.
- Cloud-native design and extensions through a cloud-native
platform design that provides ease of extensibility and integration
with analytics platforms, smart city infrastructure, and V2X use cases.
It leverages Intel® Smart Edge Open plugins for a Kube-native,
microservice-based design.
- Integration with Intel® Xeon® processor-powered Advantech Edge
hardware platform with support for 5G Forward Error Correction
(FEC) offload to a programmable Intel® FPGA card, conserving CPU
resources for edge applications. Other Intel integrations include:
▪

Intel® Movidius™ VPU Vision Accelerators for AI inference
offload

▪

Accelerated networking using SR-IOV/DPDK

Central Cloud
The Central Cloud consists of the Capgemini Engineering ENSCONCE
Cloud PaaS: RSU management, application catalogs and life-cycle
management, resource monitoring, and other services and
incorporates ENSCONCE Customer Self-Service Portal, Developer
Portal, and RSU Operations Portals. It also includes Capgemini
Engineering’s 5G NGC.

SR-IOV

DPDK/OVS

ENHANCED PLATFORM AWARENESS
CMK

Huge Pages

Intel® Movidius™
VPU Vision
Accelerators

Figure 2: Intel® Smart Edge Open Integrated in ENSCONCE Edge

FlexRAN™ and Capgemini Engineering 5G
Frameworks
The Capgemini Engineering 5G NGC framework
leverages end-to-end product engineering services
and its world-class 5G NR software to enable RAN
solutions based on FlexRAN™ reference software,
Intel® Xeon® processors and Intel® vRAN Dedicated
Accelerator ACC100. The solution accelerates time
to market for both OEMs and service providers by
reducing solution development complexity and
pre-integrating with existing partners’ L1 and RU
ecosystems. It enables and optimizes macro and
small-cell solutions and supports both high- and
low-capacity use cases for rural and dense
environments.
The Capgemini Engineering 5G RAN solution
complies with all industry standards set by the
3GPP, TIP, and O-RAN. The solution’s FAPI (femto
application platform interface) makes it
interoperable with other vendor solutions.
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Capgemini Engineering Visual Compute
Application Platform

Figure 3: Visual Compute Inference Application - OpenVINO™ SDK

The Capgemini Engineering Visual Compute
Application Platform provides preoptimized media
analytics pipelines for use cases applicable across a
wide range of industries and domains. The media
pipeline, such as GStreamer (GST), can be configured
to reduce processing latency and provide detailed
inference results with multiple media streams
handled in parallel. The media pipelines can also use
the underlying heterogeneous compute resources,
including CPUs and Intel® Movidius™ VPU Vision
Accelerators.

Application

Inference
library

OpenVINO™ Toolkit inference engine

Platform

Edge platform
Intel® Movidius™ VPU
Vision Accelerators

CPU

The Intel Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit
The OpenVINO™ (Open Visual Inference and Neural Network
Optimization) Toolkit enables developers to build and optimize AIbased computer vision models on Intel® hardware. Using the
OpenVINO™ Toolkit, developers can take advantage of existing
Intel® processor architecture to quickly build, optimize, and scale
deep learning and visual inference applications. The toolkit allows
the same application to be deployed across a large range of
processors and environments, including CPUs, GPUs, VPUs, FPGAs,
on-premise, at the edge, or in the cloud.

The visual compute inference applications use Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit, which combines a
variety of sensors (vision, lidar, and radar) to enable
roadway, railway, and maritime use cases such as
digital passenger services, integrated traffic
management, operational tech, public safety, intelligent
crane and yard management, and cargo handling and
monitoring.

Preprocessing

GST standard plugins

GST standard
plugins

GNA plugins

Hardware

Reference Visual Compute Edge Applications

Decoding

DL Streamer framework

Streaming
library

The Visual Compute Application Platform speeds
application development by enabling application
developers to integrate computer vision capability into
their applications without the complexity of optimally
running vision machine learning models on compute
resources.

Input source

Core application logic

Detection &
classification

Postprocessing
/annotation

Encoding

Visualization

GST standard plugins

GST Video Analytics (GVA) plugins

Figure 4: Media pipeline in Visual Compute Application Platform
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Figure 5: Platform stack
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Platform Components:
▪ Integrated with Edge PaaS
▪ Provides integrated support for the Intel Distribution of
OpenVINO™ Toolkit SDK, Intel® Smart Edge Open, and Open Visual
Cloud (OVC)
▪ Incorporates Intel® Movidius™ VPU Vision Accelerators offload for
OpenVINO Toolkit-powered applications
▪ Delivers 5G connectivity supported through the Capgemini
Engineering 5G gNodeB L2/3 and FlexRAN™ L1, with Intel ACC100
vRAN offload
▪ Integrated 5G RAN (CU/DU) supports SA Sub-6 GHz and SA
mmWave
▪ 5G single-cell reference configuration for RSU:
- Bandwidth: 100 MHz, TDD mode, static TDD pattern: DDDSU
with “S” slot: 8 DL symbols, 4 GP symbols, and 2 UL symbols
▪ 5G reference connectivity feature set:
▪ 5G NGC UPF for local data breakout

Software frameworks:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

ENSCONCE MEC Platform
Intel® Smart Edge Open
5G gNodeB L2/3 and FlexRAN™ L1
5G NGC
Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit

Hardware components:
▪ One or more Advantech SKY-8000 Edge Servers in scalable microdatacenters including outdoor pole-mount and street-side cabinet
solutions
▪ Integrates powerful 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, Intel®
Movidius™ VPUs, Intel® ACC100 vRAN accelerator, and Intel® Ethernet
800 Series Network Adapters with IEEE 1588 PTP, SyncE, and GNSS
support

▪
1

2▪

3
▪
4

5
▪
6

The RSU receives a data packet
sent from a 5G device over an SRIOV interface connecting the 5G
radio.
The packet is injected directly
into the 5G FlexRAN™ Layer-1
through an SR-IOV Virtual
Function (VF), bypassing the
kernel IP stack.

Layer-2
MAC/RLC

3

2

1

5G NGC
data plane

Edge applications

5G CU-CP

Layer-1 upper

Layer-2
PDCP

4

UPF

5

SR-IOV DPDK Open vSwitch

Layer-1 lower

Linux OS Kernel

SR-IOV FPGA

EDGE HARDWARE
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SR-IOV NICs

5G radio

5G camera
device

The 5G RAN stack processes the
packet in user space utilizing DPDK.
The stack then passes the packet
through the Open vSwitch‒based
data path, where it emerges from
the NGC-UPF and is made
available to the edge applications.
Edge applications can send and
receive data from the 5G or
Ethernet/IP connected devices. The
Ethernet/IP connections for edge
applications are also provided over
SR-IOV for low-latency networking.

5G CU-CP

Edge
Platform
(PaaS)

5G DU

IaaS and
virtualization

The Capgemini Engineering 5G
Smart RSU employs network and
data path acceleration to guarantee
low latency from the 5G radio to the
edge application.

5G SMART RSU
CAPGEMINI ENGINEERING ENSCONCE PLATFORM (ENSCONCE EDGE)

HW

The journey of a packet through
the Capgemini Engineering 5G
Smart RSU

Edge Platform (PaaS)

Figure 6: 5G Smart RSU journey of a packet
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Customer Benefits
Quickly realize 5G/edge value

Easily deploy

Enable vast scalability

through quick integration of visual
compute apps and enterprise analytics

through software automation and
support integration with CI/CD and
enterprise provisioning systems

from a single server node to multi-level
data centers across geographies
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About Capgemini Engineering
Capgemini Engineering combines, under
one brand, a unique set of strengths from
across the Capgemini Group: the worldleading engineering and R&D services of
Altran—acquired by Capgemini in 2020—
and Capgemini’s digital manufacturing
expertise. With broad industry knowledge
and cutting-edge technologies in digital and
software, Capgemini Engineering supports
the convergence of the physical and digital
worlds. Combined with the capabilities of
the rest of the group, it helps clients
accelerate their journey toward intelligent
industry. Capgemini Engineering has more
than 52,000 engineer and scientist team
members in over 30 countries across
sectors including aeronautics, automotive,
railways, communications, energy, life
sciences, semiconductors, software and
internet, space and defense, and consumer
products.
capgemini-engineering.com

Learn More
Find out how Capgemini Engineering’s 5G Smart Road
Side Unit and smart city solutions are driving digital
transformation for cities and municipalities.
Download solution brochure >
Visit Capgemini Engineering website >

Visit Advantech 5G Intelligent Edge Server website >
See how Intel is involved in smart transportation
infrastructure technology. Learn more ›

1. Source: The World Bank:
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/urbandevelopment/overview
2. Source: Capgemini Engineering: https://capgeminiengineering.com/uk/en/brochure/capgemini-engineering-5gconnected-platform-for-smart-cities-private-networks/
3. Source: Advantech:
https://www.advantech.com/products/8211d13b-39cb-452f-b24b14e37cab219b/sky-8132s-11/mod_e237c528-ee17-4ad1-8b9bfa84600dcb2f
4. Source: The New York Times:
https://www.nytimes.com/paidpost/ferrovial/what-will-the-highwaysof-the-future-look-like.html

Capgemini Engineering and
Intel Partnership
Capgemini Engineering and Intel enjoy a
long-standing partnership committed to
the joint development of Intel® platforms
and solutions addressing various industry
verticals. Beginning with a core group of
20 in 2008, the two companies now have
a shared team of over 1,400 engineers
dedicated to creating new IoT solutions.
Today, Capgemini is an Intel® Technology
Provider, Registered Partner, and an Intel
Partner Alliance member.
By Integrating technologies like Intel®
Smart Edge Open and the Intel
Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit into
the ENSCONCE platform, Capgemini
Engineering has enhanced the
capabilities of its edge computing
solution with converged edge use cases
while making the offering more
compelling for operators and application
developers.

Notices and disclaimers
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity
in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles.
Intel® products and software are intended only to be used in
applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an
internationally recognized human right.
Intel® technologies may require enabled hardware, software, or service
activation.
Performance varies by use, configuration, and other factors. Learn
more at www.Intel.com/PerformanceIndex.
Performance results are based on testing as of dates shown in
configurations and may not reflect all publicly available updates. See
backup for configuration details. No product or component can be
absolutely secure.
Intel does not control or audit third-party data. You should consult
other sources to evaluate accuracy.
Your costs and results may very.
© 2022 Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks
are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Other names
and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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